Snowmobile safari from Luleå Airport to Lodge Ebbenjarka
All guests receive thermal overall, gloves, shoes and helmet in a designated area. Then the safari runs through
beautiful forest and on frozen lakes. The tour ends at Lodge Ebbenjarka where a rewarding sauna awaits.
Luggage is being transported separately.
Duration of tour: 1 hour

~~~
Snowmobile expedition through the pine forest
The snowmobile safari runs in the beautiful surroundings in the sub-arctic pine forest.
We make a stop for an outdoor picnic-style lunch by the campfire.
Duration of tour: 4 hours.

~~~
Snowmobile expedition to the pack-ice
You will be equipped for a full-day safari out to the pack-ice of the northern archipelago. During the trip we stop for
a cup of coffee or warm lingonberry juice and we try some ice-fishing by drilling holes in the ice. We continue the
trip to our main goal for the day – the endless fields of pack-ice by the island of Brändöskär. On the way we will pass
the icebreaker-track, lighthouses and fishing villages. A spectacular safari with a unique scenario. At Brändöskär we
make a fire and cook today´s lunch, rounding off with a cup of coffee. We visit the old fishermen-village on the island
and take a look inside one of the cabins and also in the small chapel.
Duration of tour: 4 – 6 hours.

~~~

Snowmobile from UNESCO World heritage of Old Town Gammelstad to Lodge Brändön
Our guides meet you in the centre of Gammelstad and start with a short guidance. Here we tell you the story of the
area and show you around the church and the Old town. You will also be able to take a look inside one of the small,
red cabins around the church. We walk down to the open-air museum “Hägnan” where we serve you a lunch made
over an open fire in the area. We start the trip out towards the archipelago and Lodge Brändön. The safari runs along
narrow trails in the forests around Luleå, and we stop during the trip for a cup of warm lingonberry-juice. At arrival
to Brändön a cup of coffee and a home-baked cake awaits in the traditional Lappish-tent by the camp.
Duration of tour: 3 hours.

~~~
Snowmobile safari “Aurora Borealis” in the darkness of the subarctic night
We go out for a 3-hour expedition on the frozen sea with a high chance of spotting the Aurora Borealis. Along the
route we stop to enjoy a cup of coffee or hot chocolate together with salty snacks.

~~~

